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Abstract

(iii) support of Boolean, block and CSG operations (for more details see [1]). Wo drawbacks of volume graphics &hniques qe
their high memory and processing time demands. However, due to
the progress in both computers and specialized volume rendering
hardware [2, 3], these drawbacks are gradudly losing their significance.
To be repmented by the voxel raster, an object has to be subjected to a procms called vo~lizadon or 3D scan conversion. This
is essenthdly a sampling process, and therefore sampling theory
rules should be taken into account
The first voxetization algorithms were binary, assigning, say, 1
to occupied voxels and O to unoccupied [4, 5]. This approach totrdly ignored sampling theory, and consequently rendered pictures
suffering horn tiasing, which was predominantly related to the
poor estimation of the surface normal vector. Post-voxelization
techniques were proposed to improve the normal vwtor estimation by taking into account information from a larger neighborhood (e.g., contextual shading [6], context sensitive normal estimation [7], center+f-gmvity shading [S]). Although the improvement
was significan~ none of the t~hniques yielded a normal vecto; precise enough for the simdation of such effects as reflection and refraction of light on an object surface. However, impressive results
were obtained by a discrete ray tracing [9]. In this technique, in
addition to intimating the normal from the discrete data, the normal
was confirmed from the analytic object description, which is kept
along with the voxel raster.
Hohne and Bernstein [10] pointed out that shading of scanned
objects could be significandy improved, if one takes advantage of
“inaccuracfl of tie 3D scanning device. Due to physical limitations, a point spread function of the scanner is not the iderd dimensionless pulse, but rather it has a Gaussian Me profile with a
finite suppo~ Therefore, it acts as a low-pass filter, suppressing
high @uencies and blurring object edges. This is known as the
partial volume effect @VE). Using such data, realistic shading can
be achieved when the normal is computed by means of a discrete
gradient filter (e.g., by centi differencing).
The first “smooth= objects were generated for the sake of algorithm testing. A value, proportional to the distance from a center
of the test sphere, was stored in voxels near its surface [11]. Other
test objwts were obtained by simulating the PVE by computation
of relative occupancy of each voxel, shared both by the object and
background [12].
Techniques for voxelization of smooth objects, primarily aimed
at visualization, were proposed later [8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Their
common feature was that some kind of filtering finction had been
used to suppress the diasing. Mthough high qufity images have
been generated by these techniques, the following questions remain
open and demand systematic investigation:.
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1 Introduction
Volume graphics represents a set of twhniques aimed at modeling, maniptiation and rendering of geometric objmts, which have
proven to be, in many aspects, superior to tradition computer
grapfics approaches [1]. The basic idea resides in tie representation of a geometric objmt by means of 3D raster of elementary
volume primitives — voxels. This data structure is the same as that
of scanned real objwts and thus enables simtitaneous han~ng and
rendering of synthesized and red objects.
The main advantages of volume gmphics ~. ~) decoupling of
voxelization from rendering, @) uniformity of representation, and
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is the most suitable voxelization filter?

2. Is there any relationship between the choice of the filtering
technique and a normrd estimation method?
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The voxelization techniques implement digitization and quantization of a continuous signrd, whfle the rendering can be descriied
as resampfing — reconstruction of a continuous signal with subsequent sampling and projection [5, 1S, 19,20, 21]. Mthough both
the voxelization and rendering phases are relatively independent
and have been treated as such so far, we show that the qurdity of
the rendered image can be improved by muti adjustment of both
the smoothing filter of the voxe]ization and reconstruction filter in
the rendenngThe goal of ti]s work is to get a deeper insight and to propose
some simple ales, which shotid be followed in order to voxetize
objects with high rendering qurdhy (Sections 24). Further, as a
case study, a technique for voxefization of arbitrary parametric surfaces is proposed (Smtion 5).

In voxelizing a geometric objec~ the discontinuity at i~ surface results in an unbounded frequency spectrum Therefore, in order to
suppress undesired rdiasing in the sampled&@ the high frequencies above the Nyquist rate must be eliminati by lo~~~-passfiltering. The ideal low pass filter, the box filter in the frequency domain,
resuP&in an unloc~ized and oscillating shc filter in the spatial domain. In nrder to avoid these drawbacks, blurring filters that are
nonnegative in the spatial domain are often usd The cone shaped
Bardett function
f3(P. Pf) =

T(1
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where z – zo is the distance of the point (z, y, z) from the object
surface z = zo. The ~near profile is a result of convolution of
an object with a box filter. In our case, the box filter is only one
dimension and is appfied along a direction, perpendicular to the
object surface. Therefore, we cdl it an oriented boxfilter.
There are thus two competing approaches. One, where the shape
of the objmt is taken into account and for each object a different
lookup table is computed, and a second one, where the shape of
the object is neglected and d objects are treated uniformly. Apparently, the second approach is only an approximation. However, in
this case, both the blurring and normal estimation filters are of the
first degree. This can result in more precise reconstruction of the
underlying derivative and surface normal direction, than the first
case with the higher order blurring filter [23]. Therefore, we setup
a computer experimen~ based on rendering shapes with different
surface curvatures in order to evaluate properties of both voxelization approaches and to evaluate performance of vtious types of
gradient filters (see Section 4).

2 Voxelization filter Design
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Normal Estimation in Sampled Data

The most common method for the computation of a surface normal
vector in sampled data is by gradient estimation using the central
d~~erences, and its subsequent normrdization. Seveti authors have
pointed out that this filter has a narrow bandwidth and smoothes
out details of an image. An adaptive technique was proposed [12],
which took into account the maximum of the foward and backward
differences:

(1)

gfi~ = rn~(d~+l,~,~ – di,j,~, di,j,~ – di-l,j,~).

,.

(5)

An adjustable filter was proposed by Goss [24], based on truncation
of the iderd gradient filter by means of the Kaiser window.
Response of the filter to higher frequencies can be adjusted by the
parameter ~ of the Kaiser window, modi~ing its width.
Typic~ly, properdes of gradient estimation filters are investigatedforarbi~
volumetric data without any specific assumptions
about their properties (except for their band limitedness). However,
in the case of voxelization of geometric objects, we can take advantage of the fact that we have full control over the properties of
the volume data, and thus we CM adjust the voxelization filter so
that the gradient estimation filter gives the best possible results. In
our case we prefer the centi differences filter due to simplicity of
its implementation and its low computational demands. In the following we show fiat gmdient estimated by the centi differences
filter has the direction of tie true surface norrnrd only if the density
profile in the surface vicinity depends linearly on the distance from
the surface.
Let h(d) be the density of the voxelized object depending only
on the distanced from its surface. Let the true surface normal (2D
case) have dirwtion vector (COS$, sti 6) @igure 1). The surface
normal vector, estimated by centi differences for point V, is then

has been used [13], where pf is the position of the filter center, rf
is the diameter of its spherical suppo~ p is an arbitrary point and
k~ is a normalization constan~
hloti~ation to use the Gaussian filter

,.

‘G(plpf)=kGe~[-’’p~$f2121
‘2)
~vhere u defines its width, is ~ofold [S]. FirsL it is well known
from scale-space theory [22] that filtering by a Gaussian simplifies
the &@ not in~oducing any new, artificial structures. Secon& the
Gaussian can be used to approximate the shape of a point spread
function of a rd scanning device, which has finite dimensions due
to physical limitations and random errors. The voxefization itself
consists of convolving the object O(p) by the filter ~(p),

of(p) = f(p)@

o(p)

(3)

and sampting the result at discrete locations pij~ = (a i, a ~, a k),
~~herea is sampling step and (i, ~, k) are integer coordinates of the
sample in the volume data seL
The convolution must usually be e~tiuated nnmeridly. However, its computational complexhy is very high, 0(m3n3 ), where
m represents the resolution of the voxelized data ~-d and n is the
resolution of tie filter. Hence, different speedup tihniques have
been proposal Lookmptables were precomputed for different objects and distance to the object surface was used as its index [13].
In anotier approach, object shape was not taken into account and
convolution of a half-space objmt with the Gaussian kernel, Eq. 2,
was computed [S]. In this case, as it was shown, the convolution
can be in the surface vicini~ approximate by a function, Hnearly
proportional to the distance from the surfacti

9.

=

h(dB) – h(dA)

(6)

9Y

=

h(dD)

h(d~)

(7)

–

where
dA

=

dv–d=

(8)

I

dB

=

dv+dz

(9)

1.

dc

=

dv–dy

(10)

dD

=

dv+dy,

(11)

dA, dB, dc, dD and dv are distances of the corresponding points

from the surface and
d=

=

UCOS6

dv

=

astie.

(12)
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Assuming differentiability of h(-) in <–m, m), it can be expressed
by a Taylor series in the vicinity of dv:
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h(d.4)

=

h(dv)
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h(dc)

=

h(dv)

+ ~ki
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(–dy)i

z= 1
m

h(dD)

=

h(dv) +

~ki
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Then

Figure 1: Computidan of the su~ace normal.

(14)
i=l

since tie symmetric terms with i = 2,4,...
~. 12into accoun~ we get

9.
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=

=
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k2i–1(COSO)2i–1

%=2

)

)

~k2i-l(ti
8)2i–1.
i=2

(15)

We can see that the estimati norm~ vector (gz,gv) is parrdlel
to theme norrnd vector (COS0, * 9) only if coefficients k2i–1,
i ~ 2 in the Taylor expansion are equal to zero. However, in order
to blend the high value inside the obj~t with the low Mue outside,
h(d) must be antis~metric, and thus ~ its syrnmetic coefficients
k,, i=2,4,...,
in ~. 13 must dso be equrd to zero.
Consequently, the only possibility we have is that h(d) be Enear
with d, which means that any otier profile introduces an error in
normal estimation. with magnitude depending on the surface orientation. ~Is
is illustmti in Figure 2. The angle between theme
and estimated normrds for a Gaussian filter with a = 1 was computedby a procedure similar to that proposed earlier, for a = 1. We
can see that the error is minimal for surface orientations 0,45 and
90 degrees, i.e-, in the cases when either one of the norrnrd comp~
nents approaches Oor both are approximately equrd. hfaximd amplitude of the emoris about 43 degrees (0.07 radians), which significandy exce&the empirictiy estimti visufly indistin~-shable
an@ardifference (0.01 radians) between two sficenorrmds [~.
Figure 3a shows distribution of this error on a sphere surface. Due
to its smooth distribution over tie surface, this deviation in surface
normal estimation is nearly invisl%lein static images. However, in
animati squencesit retits in unpleasant and disturbing artifacts.

position and normal can be computed easily, (ii) the sphere surface
has constant curvature, and thus enables quantitative comparison
of different techniques with respect to local surface properties, and
(iii) any viewer knows how a sphere should look, which enables
reliable visual confirmation.
Typically, a sphere is projected by means of ray casting and error
measures are then mappti onto the projected image. These error
m~ures usually reflect errors in surface position and surface normrd. Surface position is detected first, and subsequently, a normal
error is estimatti for this surface point However, due to a sharp
angle between the surface and the ray, error in position estimation
is higher near the silhouette of the sphere image than near its center. This error is tmnsferred to the estimation of the normal error
and deteriomtes its vrdue. In order to minimize mutual influences
betw=n ptision of the surface and norrnrd errors, a different configuration of the experiment has been used. Rays are now shot unifotiy from the center of the sphere in dl directions. Thus, the
surface estimation error is minim-zeal and its impact on the normal
error estimation can be neglected.
For each ray, a precise intemection point pi with a continuous
surface, defind by the trilinear interpolation of 8 surrounding samples and thresholding at density level 0.5, is found. Then, for each
of the 8 samples a normrd vector is estimated and the obtained
normals are interpolated for the point pi by trilinear inte~olation
again. Four different gradient estimators have been tested
catral

: the standard centi

differences technique,

adapt

: the adaptive technique ~.

goss4

: adjustable Goss filter [24], a = 4.0, and

goss16

5),

: adjustable Goss filter, a = 16.0.

We decided to use the trifinear filter in spite of its poor frequency properties, which manifest themselves predominantly in
cases when the samphng frequency is near the Nyquist rate. In this
case higher order filters have proven to be more suitable [21]. Ye~
our primary intent is to study the algorithm performance for “big”
objects, i.e., that are significantly larger than the characteristic dimension of the sampling filter r~. In this case, the error introduced
by the trilinear filter is minimal and we can take advantage of its
significantly lower computationrd demands.

4 Experimental Evaluation
A set of computer experiments has been setup in order to compare
our voxelization and norrnd estimation techniques, as we]] as veri~ the tieoretic~ conclusion about the precision of surface norrnd
estimation. For severrd reasons, spheres have often been used to
compare petiomances of different rdgorithms [7, 11, 12, 13]: (i) a
sphere is a simple object an& given its center and radius, surface

,.
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Experiment 1: Gur first god has been to investigate the influence of size and type of the filter kernel on the ptision of the
surface point estimation. ~ee filter types have been compard
cone

: the cone filter ~.

180*

1),

gauss : the Gaussian filter @.2)
tie surface, ad

go*
with planar approximation of

box : the oriented box filter @q. 4).
o

Several theoreticrd density profiles of obj~ts convolved by different filters are depicti in Figure 4. fie exact position of the
surface point can be obtained by thresholding at density level 05.
We can see that there is no shift in surface position for the gauss
and bo~: filters. However, the situation is tierent for the cone
filter. Profiles obtained by convolving spheres with the cone filter
are n~ly independent on the sphere radius, if the sphere radius is
3 or more times larger than the filter radius and very nmto the pr~
file obtained by the Gaussian with G = 0.S. However, for smtier
sphere diameters the differences are significant and the estimated
surface point is shifted into the object ~ls error, which increases
with the increasing filter size, is caused by averaging the object
whhin the volume of tie filter suppoti Since there is no such averaging in the case of the Gaussim and box filters, there is dso no
error.
Experiment restits showing dependency of the mean distance
error on the surface curvature (defined by means of the test sphere
radius) are depicted in Figure 5. For sphere radii lruger than the
filter size, the figure confirms our theoreticrd observation, since for
both the Gaussian and box filters thesurfaceposition error is significantly lower than in the case of the cone filter. Nonetheless, there
is some error, Abeit minimal. ~is can be explained by biting,
which is introduced by sampfing and subsquent reconstruction by
thetrilinear filter. me error is below 1/100 of a voxe] uni~ supporting our assumption that it is unnecessary to use higher order filters
for reconstruction.
Behaviorof dl three cu~esdramatic~ly changes for sphere radii
belo;~’the filter size. me abrupt increase of the error to positive
values signals fiat object details with characteristic radii, approximately equal to tie filter radius, are smoothed and therefore cannot

(c)
Figure 3: @erimental
error estimation of the su~ace norml (in
degrees) as afinction of a sphere parameterization for (a) a Gaussti $lter with ~ = 1; (b) oriented box jlter (rf = 1.S) with
float precision; and (c) same as (b) with uns igned
char preciswn (see ako Cohrphtes).

be rendered correctiy. me minimal size of these details can be to
some extent decreased by narrowing the filter suppofi However,
as we show later, shrin~ng the filter results in increasing the surface normal emr. ~erefore, improvd precision of details can be
achieved only by increasing the sampling rate, i.e., by increasing
the volume of the voxelized data set (Color plates, Figure 10).

~periment 2: me goal of the second experiment was to verify the theoretical conclusions concerning the dependency between
the normal direction and filter type (Section 3). Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the normal error for a sphere with a radius of 51.2
voxel units, voxelized witi both float precision @igure 3a,b) and
unsigned char precision Figure 3c). A Gaussian filter with c = 1
was used for voxelization in case (a), and the oriented box filter
was used othem-se. me figures depict error distribution expressed
as an angle between the ideal and estimated surface normals on a
sphere surface. Surface point coordinates are expressed for a standard sphere parametrization on the domain (O,2n) x (O,m). We
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Figure 4 Shhed
rboreticd demity pro@s of objects, conSphere,
t~obed by &~erent-@ers with support radk 1-6. conel:
cone2: Sphere, radiw 1.28, cone$lter;
raa’ius 12.8, cone~er;
gauss: a ha~fipace object, Gamsti@er
with ~ = 0.8; box a
ha~fipace objec~ oriented boxjtiec

results for the dependency of detected surFigure 5 ~erimental
facepositwn on object cumature (rf = 1.8).

can s= that the error is about 50 times higher for the Gaussian
profile, with minima and maxima prtisely corresponding to the
theoretical restits in Figure 2. Estimated maximrd error (4.8 degree) is rdso ~’eryclose to the theoreticrd estimation (43 degree).
Furthermore, we can see that there is a difference between restits
obtained by storing the ~’oxeldensities with float andunsignd char
precision. l’e~ the resdt for the char precision is still more than 10
times better than for the Gaussian profile in float precision.
Figure 6 shows dependency of the mean normal error whh respwt to the filter support radius, computed for the centi differences normal estimator. For the box filter, the emor falls to negligible \’dues for rf >1.8 (which merms that the thichess of the
transient region between “inside” and “outside” is 3.6). In this case,
tie 3 x 3 x 3 filter (applid to samples at the grid \’ertices and occupying 2 x 2 x 2 \’olume units) Wly fits into the transient region,
since tie length of its diagond is 2@= 3.46. For smaller r~, the
~~ertexsamples of tie filter frdl outside of the finear region, inducing an error similar to tie case of nonlinear profiles.
In contrasL the error forthetwo nonlinearprofilesis significantly
larger e~renfor larger filters. ~s error decreases, as the profile gets
more linear with the growing size of the filter suppofi
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~periment 3: me last experiment was aimed at re~’ting the
optimal filter support radius for different gradient estimators. Results summruized in Figure 7 show that the optimal filter size is
smaller for filters with smrdler kernel sizes (the adapt filter has
the smallest and tie goss4 has the largest kernel). me error again
depends on how well the filter kernel fits into the linear tmnsient region. me centr~
filter shows the best results for thick transient
regions. Howel’er, for Wln transient regions the frqency properties of tie filterbwomeimportanL and the best resdts are obtained
with the adapt filter. Unfortunately, a systematic error, inWduced

o
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Transient region thickness
Figure 6 Eqerimenta7

results for the dependency of the mean
normal error on filter support radius for dl~erent ~lterfinctwns
(sphere diameter51.2).
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and its gradient
9(P)
‘(p) = Ilvg(p)l] .
error
[deg] -

centi

—

The situation is quite different for parametric surfaces. For each
sample point of the data set, its distance to the primitive has to
be computed. The computation often involves solving a system of
nonlinear quations. This iterative procedure is often instable and,
if there are seved possible solutions, the nearest one is not always
obtained.
Fortunately, the order of integration in Eq. 3 can be reversal
bt the surface be parametrized by equations
(z(~, v), g(~, u), Z(U, v)), where (u, v) are defined on a 2D interval, (u, u) E Z. Then, the convolution Eq. 3 becomes

adapt —-----goa

4-

—-—-—-.

gos16—

3 -

2 -

Sf (p)

J(z – Z(zz,u),y – Y(U,0),2 – 2(U,0))

=
Ill

fbz – X,PY– U,pz – z)dzdydz,
1

(17)

where 6(.) is Dirac’s delta function. This equation simplifies to

--L.:------–----–--------=
Sf

0
0

0.5

1

(p)=
II s

1.52253%4

ib= – Z(U,~),Py – Y(U, ~),Pz –

Figure 7 ~ertinti
reszdfi for h dependency of&
norI& error on~er support rdti for dz~erent grodtint estition
sctimzs (sptire dWter51.2].

by titing the m~ximum of forwti and backward differences into
accoun~ deteriorates its performance for thick transient regions.
The aforementioned experiments have shown that the voxetition method of choice is filtering by the oriented box filter, providd
that tie the object details can be approximated by asphere of a radius not sm211erthan 2 voxel units. The optimal radius of the filter
is 1.8 -ad centi differences shotidbe used to compute the surface
.gmdient
This Whnique shotid be dso preferrd for objects with sharp
details, in spite of the fact that the volume samphng technique using &e cone filter gives better results for smti detis fi.e., sharper
edges). The latter technique has a drawback, however. Due to the
nonlinear density profile introduced by the cone filter, estimation of
the surface normrd is charged by an error, lwding to more serious
artifacts than sfightiy smoodzer dges.
The si~ation is different in the case of thin objwts, such as
curves. In this case, normal pra-sion estimation is not so criticrd
2nd therefore it is possible to use filters with smrdler suppo~ even
if it resdts in less prtise normrd estimation. It can be shown that if
the oriented box filter with mdius 0.8 is used with the adaptive normal estimation, the surface position error for a sphere with radius
15 is still below 0.1 voxel uniL and the surface norrnd is estimated
with error lower than 10 de=wees.

5 Voxelization of Parametric Surfaces
For each sample poin~ the tihnique describedin the previous section requires Lmow]edgeof its distance to the surface of the voxefized primitive. In some cases it can be computi easily (sphere,
p12ne), 2nd in others the objmt can be built by ~G operations
between primitives (e.g-, polyhedra by inters=tion of hdfspaces,
torus by union of many spheres). Distance from the surface for impficit solids g(p) = O -be
estimated directiy from the function
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From @. 18 we can see that the convolution can be accomplished
by summing contributions from the whole surface for each grid
sample point This is computationdly far easier, since the surface is
only a 2D subset of the volume and the filter has only timited scope
due to its finite suppofi A discrete approximation of this technique
is termed 3D splatting [14, 26]. Firs~ the object was point sampled
into its binary repmentation an& second, the contribution of each
nonzero discrete point was accumulated to sampfing points within
the mch of its suppofi In order to speed up the computation, an
m x m x m lookup table of the comesponding kernel weights was
pre-computed, where m is the size of the discretized filter support
in one direction. However, sampting the object with unit steps has
proven to beinsuficien~ Therefore, a superbuffertechnique was introduced, increasing resolution of the binary volume n times. Now,
the lookup table has been precomputed for each supervoxel, resulting in an n x n x n array of m x m x m tables, which were
used du”ng the second phase to update the samples. Due to extreme memory demands of the rdgorithm (n3 increase) only n = 4
times higher resolution for models with reasonable resolution was
possible.
As we have already shown, in order to get correct images, the
transient region near the objmt surface should have a linear profile.
To Mfill this condition, we adopted a different approach, based on
filtering by the Bardett cone filter Eq. 18 and on registering the
maximum value of contributions from different surface points instead of summing. To avoid the superbuffer, the algorithm samples
the continuous representation of the object directiy. However, computation of distances from each surface sample to dl voxels in its
neighborhood is very cosfly and therefore unacceptable. Instead, a
similar n x n x n array of m x m x m lookup tables is used as
in the superbuffer technique, but now with much higher resolution
(n= 20...40, m = ~. The index to the array is obtained by multiplying the fractionrd part of a surface point coordinate by n and
subsequently truncating the fractional pti
The last question, which still remains open, is the optimal rate
of sampling the interval Z. Uniform sampling is clearly not the
method of choice. We know from differentird geometry that unit
change of u (v) coordinate of a parante~”c patch (u, v) + S(U, u),
lmds to change IIsv II (I]s” 11)on the surface, where so and so are
pardd velocity vectors, given by

Transient region ticbess
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(18)
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In order to set the sarnpting rate properly, it is necessary to how
the maximum v~ue of both Ilsti]] and Ilsall in the intervrd Z. This
value shotidbe estimated muneric~y and maybe connectedwith a
complex search of a global maximum of a nofinwtiction
[2T.
Once estima~ it defines a proper samptingrate ody for a Wted
region of X, whfle in the rest of Z it leads to useless oversampling.
To avoid &ese shortcomings, we adopted an adaptive technique,
based on a hierarchical subdivision of tie interval Z- MginWy,
we tested a quadtree subdivision. The actual patch was divided into
four smrdler patches, until the patch size SP reached some predefine vrdue. Then, for each leaf of the quadtree, a single sample
was @en in its centec The sizes was estimati ~
s==

:*

(20)

m=(sa]]still,sul{smll),

where Su and S, are dimensions of the ac~ 2D intervrd in Z.
However, restits we obtaind were not satisfacto~, due to large
differences between the patch sizes ~lgure 8a).
Better results were obtained by an alternative technique basedon
binary subdivision @gure Sb). Here, each patch was subdividd
into only two sm~ler ones. The same termination criterion was
used as in the quadtree case and the relation

betw=n

the sUIISUII

and St] ]s,, ] /was used to decide in which direction to subdivide.

ble 1 summarizes

restits obtained for different

that although the same termination
subdivision

resulti

in a considembly

criterion
smfier

Ta-

objects. We can see,
has been us~

binary

number of patches.

Figure 9 depic~ the restits of an experimen~ aimed at estimating
the optimal size of thelookp table array and the sarnpfig density.
The graph, showingthe dependency of the mean normal error on the
number of samples, was obtained for a sphere whh diameter 51.2
and a Bardett filter with radius 1.6. The optimrd number of samples
was about 3.5- 10s, which corresponds to a step between samples of
about 05 voxel units, since increasing the sampfing density did not
bring improvement in the image qufllty. We can tier
see that the
surface qu~ity improved with larger lookmptable arrays. However,
for arrays with the size above 403 Wlsimprovement was negfigiile.

(a)

and binary apTable 1: h’umb~r of sampks for the qtitree
proachesfor-four objecfi shown in figure II (Cohrphs].

obiect
Ll;nge patch
hfoebius strip
ellipsoid
Bezier patches

Fime
;Ia
1lb
Ilc
lld

ouadtrti
6379S4
1810124
6S5404
1573439

binarv
6922~4
63SSSS
552094
5S67S5

-

6 Summa~
In ou theoretical and experimented an~ysis of filter-based voxelization tuhniques, we have shown that there is a close relationship between voxefization and normal estimation filters. k order
to ensure correct normal estimation, the density profile shotid be
linear within a surface transition area the size of which depends
on the size of the normal estimation filter. We have further shown,
that if this condition is Wfill@ surface position and direction of
stice normal vector can be estimated with very high precision.
These resrdts have been used in the second part of our work
for voxetization of parametric surfaces. An adaptive technique has
been propos@ uniformly samphg the surface. h order to fulfill
the condition of linearity. the Bardett cone filter was used, bu~ instead of summing its contribution within its domain, only the mmimum conm%utionof d] samples was tien into accounL

Figure 8 Sampling of a spherical su~ace: (a) quadtree subdbiswn, (b) binary subdiviswn. Samples are positioned at the centers
of the quadribterak. (For the sh of cbrity, the sampltig density
for these pictures was set to a sign~captly bwer value than the
estimated opdmm).
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